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By Anna Von Reitz

No, Darrell, that is NOT correct.  Oregon State is a trust. It is not the same as Oregon the
sovereign nation-state and you are the one with rocks in your head on that one. 

You are also showing your ugly mistaken colors. 

The Federation is the Summoning Authority that brings the States into Session and is 
responsible for guiding the process and seating the States once the assemblies are fully 
functional with an educated populace and all four functions in operation. 

Until that time the Federation can and will dissolve any assembly that gets off track and 
we have already done so multiple times. 

You are all a bunch of dangerous ignoramuses blundering around and thinking highly of 
yourselves and your purported knowledge but you are thinking the same way as Bruce 
Doucette and the Colorado Nine.  

They thought they knew better than me, too, and look where their pride and anger put 
them? 

That’s where you are going , too, but I will dissolve The Oregon Assembly before I let 
you and your pals misrepresent our States of the Union and we can and will start over 
without you. 

Just because you were born in this country doesn’t give you any right to trash it, 
disrespect it’s history, or ignore it’s laws. 

You got that?  
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After the way you have acted and the dirt you’ve spread, it would serve you right if 
Washington annexed Oregon and got not only your land but the money that is owed to 
you. 

There is one and only one State Assembly in each State—- and the Oregon State Jural 
Assembly—- pretending to be a “Jural Assembly” for a State Trust—- isn’t it. 

So take your misbegotten ideas and your anger right on down the road. What you are 
pushing is a crime and leads to prison and that isn’t what we, the rest of us, are here for. 

On Thu, Jun 15, 2023 at 7:57 PM Darrell Gehlsen  wrote:

Anna,
Your dementia is showing. There is Oregon, which is also Oregon State.
Those are two ways to call the land TJ  that has borders defined by the Oregon constitution.
Then there is the State of Oregon, which is a corporation.
You have no authority to do anything in Oregon.
Your position in Oregon is that of a foreigner. You have no say in Oregon.
The Federation of States was created by the states.
The states control the Federation of States, not the other way around.
Time for you to shut your mouth and quit dinging everyone to support you.

Darrell LeRoy Gehlsen
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